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Modeling low pressure collisional plasma sheath with space-charge effect
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The present work develops a computationally efficient one-dimensional subgrid embedded finite
element formulation for plasma-sheath dynamics. The model incorporates space-charge effect
throughout the whole plasma and the sheath region using multifluid equations. Secondary electron
emission is not considered. A third-order temperature dependent polynomial is used to
self-consistently calculate the rate of ionization in the plasma dynamic equations. The applications
include dc and rf sheath inside a glow discharge tube where the noble gas is immobile, and a
partially ionized plasma sheath inside an electric propulsion thruster channel in which the gas flows.
The electron and ion number densities of the numerical solution decrease in the sheath region as
expected. The ion velocity and electron temperature profiles also exhibit the expected behavior. The
computed sheath potential compares well with the available experimental data. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1572491#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sheath formation at the plasma–wall interface separa
the quasi-neutral plasma is essential to contain the wall
tential. Accurate sheath modeling is of considerable inte
to the effective design of ionized flow in wide ranging app
cations in plasma processing: in the ion cyclotron heating
electric propulsion devices; in fusion plasmas; and in hi
speed air vehicles. In the electric propulsion devices,
build up of sheath potential and its stability may sever
affect the thruster efficiency.1 The wall interaction in a mag
netically confined fusion plasma such as tokamak is imp
tant especially near the limiter and divertor. Understand
sheath is also vital in high-speed air vehicles due to rec
disclosure of a Russian concept AJAX vehicle.2 Consider-
able reduction in the aerodynamic drag via plasma or h
temperature gas injection from the stagnation region
been reported in weakly ionized gas.3,4 The drastic increase
of the stand-off distance of a bow shock over a blunt bo
stands in stark contrast to all experimental data and calc
tions of nonequilibrium hypersonic flows in the absence
electromagnetic field. Experimental results over a Ma
number ranging from 0.5 to 4.0, document nearly 60% d
reduction under electromagnetic field.5 These effects can b
further controlled by the existence of a plasma sheath n
the leading surface of the air vehicle.

The present status of space propulsion and hypers
flow research reflects a dearth ofconsistentnumerical mod-
els to understand the effect of near wall plasma interactio2

Despite some recent experimental and theoretical advan
we lack the proper model to adequately describe the

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Telephone:
762-9949. Electronic mail: sroy@kettering.edu
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steady dynamics of critical regions of weakly ionized plas
in a self-consistent fashion. The anomalies are due to
choice of Bohm’s criterion~which is appropriate for colli-
sionless sheath! or its variations as the boundary conditio
for both plasma and collisional sheath using an inconsis
model. This paper describes the theoretical and numer
basis using multifluid equations without the influence
magnetic field where space-charge effect is includ
throughout the whole plasma and the sheath region.

The build-up of near wall potential due to different m
bility of the constituents in an ionized gas is as old a probl
as the discovery of plasma itself.6 The specific feature of the
plasma sheath near an electrode is the formation of cha
boundary layer. A stationary collisionless sheath existsonly
if the ion flow velocity satisfies the Bohm criteria at th
plasma-sheath boundary, i.e., plasma drift speed must ex
the ambipolar ion sound speed~Bohm velocity!. Though the
particle mobility depends upon many factors, the princip
factor in sheath plasma is the induced dc sheath pote
which equates all fluxes, preserving in the process the qu
neutrality of the bulk plasma. Thus, a sheath consists o
presheath which is of the order of mean free path of plasm
neutral interaction and where plasma maintains a spa
charge neutrality and a Debye sheath, which is of the or
of Debye lengthlD and where a large potential drop occur
The ions are accelerated in the pre-sheath region so that
enter the sheath region with the minimum energy requi
for a stable sheath. The condition in the presheath–De
sheath transition region depends on various parameters
as the ion flow velocity, the plasma temperature, the neu
density and so on.

Near the sheath region, elastic and inelastic collisio
between ions and neutrals play an important role on
sheath dynamics. The one-dimensional analytical and
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merical analyses of Valentini7–9 suggest that in a collisiona
plasma, the thickness of the sheath is not only substant
larger than the Debye lengthlD but also, plasma drift veloc
ity can be smaller than the Bohm velocityVB . The edge of
the region where electric field generates the sheath is sh
to an ion drift velocity larger than the Bohm velocity und
the influence of collision.9 In the interval where the ion drif
velocity is smaller than the critical velocityVc5VBAni /ne,
the effect of collision dominates the sheath formation. In
interval where ion drift velocity is larger than the critic
velocity, both the collision and electric field play equal
important role in the sheath formation. Therefore, defin
the location of a sheath edge is difficult under collision
conditions. In fact no lower bound exists on the ion dr
velocity in the collisional plasma9 and Debye length can b
of the same order as the ion–neutral collisional mean
path, lmfp.8 To describe the extension of the space cha
sheath by collisions to ion velocities smaller than the Bo
velocity, Godyak and Sternberg10 introduce another charac
teristic velocity VGS'VB@11(plD/2l i)#21/2 using a rela-
tively plausible, but slightly arbitrary statement. HerelD

is the electron Debye length andl i is the ‘‘effective’’ ion
mean free path. Clearly, Bohm criterion is only sufficient b
not a necessary condition for sheath formation. As show
Ref. 9 the definitions of the sheath edge described in
literature8,10,11 are relatively arbitrary. To date, no sufficie
experimental results exist to isolate the effect of collision

Thus, it is worth asking how various parameters such
the interaction between the neutral and the plasma affec
formation of the sheath and how does, in the process, the
acceleration in the channel get affected. The electron–ne
and ion–neutral collisions play key role in the momentu
and energy transfer in a partially ionized plasma and th
role on sheath formation is significant. On physical groun
one anticipates that the ion collision in the sheath may
duce the ion impact energy to the wall. Consequently,
dynamics must encompass the entire range of collisiona
Valentini et al.7 have used a steady state two-fluid mod
throughout the plasma up to the wall for analyzing curr
carrying sheath and presheath region.

The length scale disparity between the bulk plasma
the bounding sheath causes considerable numerical diffi
ties. A part of the literature on the plasma-sheath mode
suggests that sheath and the plasma region can be mo
separately and treat sheath as a boundary condition to
bulk plasma solution.10,11 However, for a time-dependen
sheath, it is not clear how to properly match the sheath to
bulk plasma.12 Therefore, a combined plasma-sheath mo
development is appropriate where the space charge effe
incorporated for the entire region. Besides, without the p
ticipation of neutrals the effect of ionization and recombin
tion cannot be studied satisfactorily. Recently, the thr
component partially ionized plasma-sheath model with
constantelectron temperature and neutral density have b
investigated.9 In this paper, a three-fluid compressib
plasma-sheath model is developed for a low pressure
tially ionized plasma that includes the effect of ionizati
and recombination on the plasma dynamics in the prese
of neutrals and isothermal ions. The neutral continuity eq
lly
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tion is included with a given, fixed uniform neutral velocit
The electron energy equation has also been solved for
consistent determination of ionization and recombinati
While the space charge effect is applied throughout
whole plasma and the sheath region, the secondary elec
emission is not considered.

The numerical simulation is based on two-momentu
single-temperature, three-fluid flow equations. The numer
details have been previously described.13,14One-dimensional
~1D! sub-grid embedded~SGM! finite elements15 has been
utilized for convergence and stability of the steady state
lution. The glow discharge tube is modeled with a worki
fluid of argon gas. For estimating the neutral–ion cross s
tion and collision frequencies in the electric propulsion a
plication, the neutral gas is assumed as inert, namely, xe

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

We will present two different physical models for low
pressure~up to few milliTorr! partially ionized gas. The firs
model is of dc and rf discharge tubes where the noble ga
immobile. The second is for electric propulsion applicatio
where the gas flows.

A. dc and rf discharge tubes „pressure È0.1 Torr …

Understanding the ionization process is of paramo
importance to control the mechanism for practical hig
speed design consideration.16 Significant studies of the dis
charge mechanism in gas lasers, high power switches,
plasma processing notwithstanding, accurate and s
consistent numerical description for glow discharges are
to be formulated. Most classical modeling efforts are focus
on equilibrium approximation assuming the transport coe
cients~drift velocity, diffusion coefficient, and ionization co
efficient! to be functionals of the electric field. In the prese
study, physical model of the glow discharge is based on
fluid description of electrons and ions.17 Ion transport is de-
scribed by the continuity and drift-diffusion momentu
transport equations. The electron transport follows the fi
two moments of the Boltzmann equation, namely the co
nuity and the momentum transport. The potential field is
termined by the Poisson equation. The following equatio
govern the system:

Transport:
]na

]t
1

]~naVa!

]z
5neNki ,

for a5e,iH niVi5nim iE2Di

]ni

]z

neVe52nemeE2De

]ne

]z

, ~1!

Potential: «0¹2w52e~ni2ne!. ~2!

For the dc sheath@see Fig. 2~a! below#, the tube utilized
argon gas. The electron mobilityme is given as:pme53
3105 cm2 V21 s21 Torr, for p50.1 Torr and the electron
diffusion from Einstein relation isDe5(kBTe /e)me . Corre-
sponding ion diffusionDi5200 cm2/s at 300 K, and the ion
mobility is given as17
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pm i5103~122.2231023E/p! cm2 V21 s21 Torr,

for E/p<60 V cm21 Torr21,

pm i5
8.253103

AE/p
S 12

86.52

~E/p!3/2D cm2 V21 s21 Torr,

for E/p.60 V cm21 Torr21. ~3!

For argon gas, the ionization rate is given by the mo
fied Townsend equation

Nki5A expS 2B

~E/p!0.4D pmeE s21;

A534 cm21 and B516@V/ ~cm Torr!#0.4. ~4!

The molecular ions and their role in glow discharge h
been investigated extensively.18 In the present work, we sha
neglect the interactions between charged particles and
tral atoms in the excited state. As a result, the effect of su
elastic collisions on stepwise excitation or ionization is
nored. This assumption is valid for a low pressu
(;100– 250 mTorr) discharge and low rf conditions.19

For the dc sheath model, the cathode is maintained a
imposed potential of2150 V while the anode is at 0 V
Vanishing ion and electron number densities are specifie
the anode and cathode, respectively. The electron flux
wards the anode is given asne(kBTe/2pme)

1/2, the corre-
sponding ion flux is given by Eq.~1!. The electron tempera
ture is assumed isothermal at 1 eV (;11 600 K) while the
ion is cold~300 K!. All other boundary conditions are main
tained at zero flux, i.e., homogeneous Neumann.

For the rf sheath model, the discharge tube is filled w
argon gas at 0.1 Torr and electrode voltage is alternating w
13.56 MHz frequency andVrf5100 V @see Fig. 3~a! below#.
Fluid model has traditionally been very useful for this pre
sure range.

B. Low pressure „È10À3 Torr … propulsion applications

We shall assume a partially ionized xenon gas. T
plasma–neutral collision usually determines the kinetics
the motion. The electron–neutral collision frequency is giv
as nen5nn^senVeth&. Assuming typical electron thermal ve
locity Veth;106 m s21 ~electron temperature of several eV!,
with neutral atom densitynn;1019 m23, and sen'27
310220 m2 for Xe, we see that the electron–neutral collisi
frequency isnen;106 s21. The ion-neutral collision fre-
quencyn in is much smaller than electron–neutral collisio
frequencynen asVi th;1032104 m s21.

The rate of ion production in a plasma is determined
the ionization frequency. The rate of ionization is given a

Sioniz5nenn^Veths i~Veth!&5kinenn , ~5!

wheres i is the total cross section of the process,ne is the
electron number density, and process constantki

5^s i(Veth)Veth&, where the averaging is done over the v
locities of the electrons whose kinetic energy is sufficient
ionization. A general electron temperature dependent em
cal formula can be fitted to the ionization process cons
ki5@ki

01 ,ki
011 ,ki

111#, where 01, 011 and 111 corre-
i-
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spond to the neutral to single and double and single to dou
ionization respectively. Note that for 111, nn becomesni

in Eq. ~5!. We shall use the following generalized proce
rate that is a sum of all three ionization rates13

ki5~23.208731025Te
320.0022Te

210.7101Te21.76!

310214, ~6!

whereTe is given in eV. The above estimate of ionizatio
rate is based on the use of Darwin’s cross section13 and Max-
wellian distribution function. However, an alternate choi
for the cross section and subsequent calculation of ioniza
rate may be Lotz’s20,21 formula.

The dissociative recombination is the fastest mechan
of bulk recombination in a weakly ionized plasma. O
notes that the dissociative recombination coefficie
(;10213 m3/s) decreases asTe

21/2 at room temperature an
as Te

23/2 at higher temperature.22 In the high-density, low-
pressure plasma, the concentration of molecular ion is
low for dissociative recombination to be important. Furth
more, since such a plasma is optically thick, the radiat
escape factor is zero and then the only important recomb
tion mechanism is three-body recombination.23 Thus, the
probability of recombination is

Srecom5neni^Vethsei
r ~Veth!&5aneni , ~7!

where recombination coefficienta can be approximated as23

a51.09310220neTe
29/2 m3/s. ~8!

The cross section for charge exchange collisions
Xe–Xe1 is given by24

s~Xe–Xe1!5@a2b log10~Du!#~Ei /EH!21.5

310220 m2, ~9!

where a5181, b521.2, Ei512.13 eV—xenon ionization
potential andEH513.6 eV—hydrogen ionization potential.

For a relative velocity Du between 10 and 2
3103 m/s, the charge exchange cross section is betw
10220 to 10219 m2. We now give the basic set of equation
that describes the plasma-sheath dynamics under inves
tion.

The continuity equation for electrons and ions

]na

]t
1

]~naVa!

]z
5Sioniz2Srecomb. ~10!

HereVa andna are the electron and ion velocities and num
ber densities respectively fora5e and i , with Sioniz and
Srecombgiven by Eqs.~5! and ~7!. The theoretical difference
between the sheath model of Godyak and Sternberg10,11 and
Nitschke and Graves,12 and the present paper are that~i! the
latter approach incorporates neutral density and recomb
tion and ionization effects and~ii ! the latter includes space
charge effect throughout the plasma and the sheath.

The neutral continuity equation is

]nn

]t
1

]~nnVn!

]z
5Srecomb2ki

01nenn2ki
011nenn . ~11!
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The ion momentum equation is

]Vi

]t
1Vi

]Vi

]z
52

Ti

mini

]ni

]z
1S Ze

mi
DE2nc~Vi2Vn!

1S me

mi
D nei~Ve2Vi !20.5n in~Vi2Vn!

1~Srecomb2Sioniz!
Vi

ni
, ~12!

where the factor 0.5 before ion–neutral collision term in t
right hand side comes from reduced massmimn /(mi1mn)
'mi /2. Here,E is the electric field, andnei is the electron–
ion collision frequency,nc is the ion charge-exchange coll
sion frequency,e is the electron charge andZ is the ionicity
which in general, is a function of the electron temperature
the present calculation, we have assumedZ51. The electron
momentum equation is given as

]Ve

]t
1Ve

]Ve

]z
52

1

mene

]pe

]z
2S e

me
DE2nei~Ve2Vi !

2nen~Ve2Vn!1~Srecomb2Sioniz!
Ve

ne
.

~13!

The electron energy equation is

3

2 S ]Te

]t
1Ve

]Te

]z D
52Te

]Ve

]z
1nei~Ve2Vi !

21nen~Ve2Vn!2

1S Srecomb2Sioniz

ne
D S 3

2
Te2Ei D . ~14!

Above energy equation is rather simplified, as the therm
conduction term has not been considered. This may lead
slight overestimate of the electron temperature in the ac
eration region (>0.75) of the thruster.25

Finally, the Poisson’s equation for potential is

«0¹2w52e~ni2ne!. ~15!

We again note that the space-charge effects are ca
lated throughout the plasma. The contribution due to the
change of random thermal energy has also been ignored
only the dominant contribution due to the exchange of m
flow energy between electrons and ions has been retain

Before numerically solving above set of Eqs.~10!–~15!,
we normalize the physical variables. TemperatureTe is nor-
malized to first ionization potential of xenon,Te5Ei

512.1 eV. All dependent variables can be normalized us

VB5ATe

mi
533103 m/s;

nref.1.531019 m23;

n ref5s refnrefVB56.73104 s21; f5S ew

Te
D , ~16!
e

n

al
a
l-

u-
x-
nd
n
.

g

where s ref5s0Ami /me, s0>3.6310220 m2 for Xe. The
fundamental length scalel 0 can be defined in terms of cha
acteristic Bohm velocityVB and collisional frequency,l 0

5VB /n ref . The time scale ist05n ref
21 .

Specification of proper initial and boundary conditio
are required in order to complete the formulation of t
sheath problem. In a combined plasma-sheath model, bo
ary conditions are used to provide the coupling betwe
plasma and sheath regions.12 The ions are generated withi
the plasma by electron collisions with the neutral gas tha
flowing through the anode with the reference densitynref . In
the experiments, an upstream diffusion region with the
motion towards the anode has been observed.26 The reverse
ion flow is recombined at the anode, and remitted as neu
gas to the channel. Downstream in the channel, ions m
away from the anode towards the acceleration zone. The
motion in the diffusion region is similar to the ion motio
between two concentric negatively charged electrod7

where both inner and outer cylinders are negatively bia
and ion flow towards both the surfaces. We impose zero
velocity at the upstream boundary (x50) near the anode
i.e., Vi(0)50. The electron temperature at this upstream
cation is specified as 0.4Ei (;5 eV). The electron density
vanishes at the cathode (x51). The neutral velocity is as
sumed to have a uniform value everywhere. The cathod
maintained at a negative potential of230 V. Homogeneous
Neumann~zero normal derivative, d/dx50) condition is im-
posed on the remaining boundaries. A uniform initial con
tion is used at the beginning of the simulation.

III. FINITE ELEMENT BASED SUBGRID MODELING

The details of the finite element based numerical meth
utilized for this model have been documented earlier.15 It is
based on a newly derived, nonlinear sub-grid embed
~SGM! nonhierarchical finite element basis for use in a d
crete approximation of a weak statement algorithm for~1!,
~2! and ~10!–~15!. Recent developments in the area of su
grid scale resolution include hierarchicalh-p elements and
inclusion of nodeless bubble functions. The current devel
ment is distinctly different from these approaches in empl
ing strictly classical Lagrange basis methodology. This le
to the key theoretical observation that the SGM basis is
plicableonly to the dissipative flux vector term,15 hence the
kinetic flux vector remains a ‘‘centered’’ construction for th
parent strictly Galerkin weak statement. The key consiste
and efficiency ingredient of the SGM element is use of sta
condensation to reduce element matrix rank to that of
linear basis for any embedded degree. This is in sharp c
trast to traditional enriched basis FE/FD algorithms, since
SGM element does not allow matrix order escalation, he
computer resource demands.

The SGM element construction for a 1D model form
~1!, ~2! and~10!–~15! leads to a theoreticalnonlinearmono-
tonicity constraint via enforcement of a real eigenvalue sp
trum for the algorithm stencil. Thereby, the theory predi
the optimal distribution of the SGM embedded parame
~set! on each element, hence the mesh. The generalizatio
nonuniform,d-dimensional discretizations leads to the p
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tential for attainment of nodally exact monotone solutions
arbitrary meshes. A comparison of standard Petrov–Gale
and subgrid embedded method solution for the low-press
electric propulsion plasma-sheath system~see Sec. IV B! is
plotted in Fig. 1. Results on an 81 node mesh after 1026 s
shows the validity of SGM method in restraining solutio
oscillation. While the standard method completely diverg
after 531026 s, SGM results are robust and always nod
wise monotone.

The choice of time step is dictated by the Couran
Fredrich–Levy condition.13 The code uses variable tim
steps until the transient features die down as the itera
converges to a steady state. Here, the convergence of a
tion vector U on node j is defined as the norm:iUj

2Uj 21i /iUj i<e. The solution is declared convergent wh
the maximum residual for each of the state variable beco
smaller than a chosen convergence criterion ofe51024.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As has been mentioned above, combined plasma-sh
dynamics is modeled by a 1D geometry. Equation sets~1!,
~2! and ~10!–~15! are solved using SGM finite elemen
method15 over a computational domain (x5z/L:0,1) where
L is the characteristic length of the plasma-sheath reg
The mesh is coarse and consists of 40 equal length 1D
dratic finite elements~i.e., 81 nodes! for all numerical results
presented here.

A. dc and rf discharge tube „pressure È1 Torr …

Figure 2 shows numerical simulation result for 1 c
long DC tube. A typical glow discharge tube light intensi
potential distribution, field strength, net space charge
documented in Ref. 23~p. 451!. The cathode is located at th
left end while anode is at the right end. Numerical predict
for the potential field plotted in Fig. 2~a! using SGM finite
elements demonstrates noticeable similarity with that in

FIG. 1. Comparison between standard Petrov–Galerkin and subgrid em
ded solutions for the ion number density distribution after 1026 s.
n
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n
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literature.27 The potential sharply rises from2150 V to
about275 V (;50%) within the first 0.5 mm off the cath
ode surface indicating a drastic difference in ion and elect
number densities near the cathode where the negative sh
is formed. At downstream of 0.5 mm, the potential sligh
drops before steadily rising towards the anode where it ag
changes the slope at about 9.7 mm indicating a small pea
the anode which is kept at 0 V. The ion number density (ni)
and net space-charge density distribution are shown in F
2~b! and 2~c!, respectively.

The charge oscillation near the cathode is similar to t
of the representative distribution in the literature.27 The net
space charge changes from negative to positive and
drops to zero within the first 1 mm near cathode. Most of
tube ~;85%! shows a vanishing space charge, i.e., qua
neutrality. Near the anode the space charge sharply rises
positive peak. The calculated current for this case is ab
0.1 mA. For the cathode area of 2.4 cm2 ~1 cm long and 2.4
cm wide!, the current density is 42mA/cm2.

Figure 3~a! shows the rf glow discharge tube schemat
Corresponding rf sheath solution plasma number density
diction (ni31029 cm23) is plotted in Fig. 3~b!. The numeri-
cal prediction compares within 22% of the experimen
data19 shown as filled triangles and plots similar trend as t
of the reported numerical result17 in filled squares.

ed-

FIG. 2. DC discharge tube solution.~a! Calculated potential distribution.~b!
Ion number density.~c! Net space charge (ne2ni) inside the tube.
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FIG. 3. Finite element solution~bold line! is compared with experimenta
data~Ref. 19! ~filled triangles! and reported numerical result~Ref. 17! ~filled
squares!. ~a! rf discharge tube.~b! Plasma number density.

FIG. 4. ~a! Ion and electron number densities normalized by the refere
densitynref . ~b! Neutral number density distribution normalized by the re
erence densitynref .
B. Low pressure „È10À3 Torr … propulsion
applications

The location of cathode and anode in this case are
verse of that of Figs. 2 and 3~Sec. IV A!. The electron, ion
and neutral densities@Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!#, and plasma poten
tial and electric field@Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!# show the expected
behavior.28,29Far from the electrodes, a quasi-neutral plas
exists. In front of the electrode, a sheath is formed, m
distinctly at the cathode than at the anode. A numerical
erance (lD / l 0;0.05) has been utilized to quench the Po
son equation for potential@Eq. ~15!#. Thus the electric field is
zero atx50 @Fig. 5~b!# in spite of a small variation of num
ber densities@Fig. 4~a!#. The small decrease ofnn is caused
by the ionization process@Fig. 6~b!#. The reason for smal
increase ofnn near the cathode may be due to the numeri
errors and needs further investigation. Figures 6~a! and 6~b!
plot the ionization and recombination rates and their co
bined effect. As the temperature increases, the ionization
ki increases while the recombination ratea quickly tapers off
and becomes very small near the wall as shown in Fig. 6~a!.
The combined effect of ionization and recombination, i.
Sioniz2Srecom is documented in Fig. 6~b!.

In Fig. 7~a!, the ions are accelerated toward the neg
tively charged wall and reach the characteristic velocityVGS

given by Godyak and Sternberg11 at the presheath-sheat
boundary. The ion velocity keeps increasing inside the she
exceeding Bohm velocity and it finally saturates at the w

e

FIG. 5. ~a! Plasma potential distribution compared with experimental d
~Ref. 29! and ~b! corresponding normalized electric field distribution.
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The characteristic velocities of Bohm (VB), Sternberg and
Godyak (VGS), and Valentini (VC) are identified in the figure
for reference. We have noted above that the reduction of
density inside the sheath can be correlated with the incre
in the ion velocity. However, the process remains unclea
the bulk plasma region where also, ion velocity keeps
creasing. The plasma is not in equilibrium and thus, ab
interpretation requires some caution as other processes
charge exchange collision, multiple ionization along with t
elastic and inelastic processes are taking place simu
neously. Thus, ion velocity can increase, e.g., at the expe
of, neutral velocity. This can be seen clearly if we switch
all other terms in ion momentum equation~12! except ion-
neutral collision. We see that constant neutral velocity w
increase the ion velocity by;(zn inVn)1/2 which explains the
initial rise in Fig. 7~a!.

FIG. 6. ~a! Ionization and recombination rates as a function of locationx.
~b! Source term (Sioniz2Srecom) in Eq. ~10! normalized by the source valu
at x50.
n
se
n
-
e
ike

a-
se
f

l

The electron temperature profile is shown in Fig. 7~b!.
We note that the spatial evolution of density~Fig. 4! is cor-
related with the temperature evolution@Fig. 7~b!#. In fact this
correlation could be anticipated on the physical ground. T
increase in the electron temperature is not rapid. Furt
close to the wall, the temperature profile saturates. The ef
of temperature on the sheath is only indirect in the pres
model and requires further investigation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a subgrid embedded finite element ba
1D formulation of plasma–sheath is given for an ionized g
using the three-component fluid equation. The numer
method is stable and nodewise monotone. This suggests
the subgrid embedded finite element method is a useful
to solve multi-fluid equations in a low pressure plasma
cluding the space charge. The applications include dc an

FIG. 7. ~a! Normalized ion velocity profile shows the characteristic veloc
of Sternberg and Godyak (VGS), Bohm (VB), and Valentini (VC). ~b! Elec-
tron temperature distribution normalized by the reference temperature.
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sheath inside a glow discharge tube and a partially ioni
plasma sheath inside an electric propulsion thruster chan
Based on the experimental data for multiple ionization
xenon gas, a third-order polynomial has been used in e
tron temperature as a fit to these processes.

The dc and rf sheath models compare reasonably
with available data in the literature. For the very low pre
sure thruster, the electron and ion number density profi
near the sheath show their usual distribution. The ion ve
ity keeps increasing in the bulk plasma and crosses the c
acteristic velocity given by Godyak and Sternberg near
pre-sheath. The sheath potential compares well with av
able experimental data. The model needs to be generaliz
the near future to address the issues of secondary emis
and magnetic field. More focused study is needed to un
stand the anomalous behavior of the neutral density nea
wall.
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